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PLANNING
For over a decade the math department has assessed student learning of course objectives 
in Math 085, Math 090, Math 095, and Math 151 by using common, departmental final 
exams.  While this part of the math assessment plan continued through the 2008-2009 
academic year, the department focused additional efforts on assessing two major 
objectives in Math 090 and Math 095:

 Math 090 – General Objective1 #2 – Apply various techniques to solve linear, 
polynomial, and rational equations.

 Math 095 – General Objective #1 – Apply various techniques to solve linear, 
quadratic, absolute value, rational, and radical equations and inequalities.

The importance of these objectives is reflected by the fact that more than one-quarter of 
the specific Math 090/095 objectives are directly related these general objectives.  In a 
certain sense, equation solving is why our students do algebra.

Based on the results of many years of departmental final exams, it was clear to faculty 
that students were not mastering these objectives.  Past remediation efforts have been 
based on faculty opinion and anecdotal evidence.  They have also been isolated and far 
from comprehensive.  In order to develop more successful remediation strategies, math 
faculty would like to first understand what level of proficiency our passing (C or better) 
students actually attain.  Therefore, the goals of the 2008-2009 assessment plan were to 

1. develop a rubric that could be used to determine a student’s proficiency level,
2. develop an appropriate assessment instrument, and
3. show that 75% of passing students actually obtain reasonable equation-solving 

skills.

In fall 2008, a rubric was developed by full-time faculty.  With the rubric in mind, several 
problems were also developed for inclusion on the Fall 2008 final exams.  The trial run in 
the fall was not intended to assess students, but rather to assess the faculty rubric and 
assessment instrument.

Armed with the results of the fall final exams, full- and part-time faculty met in spring 
2009 to evaluate and refine the rubric and exam problems.  The final product (see 
attached) was piloted for student assessment in spring 2009.  At that time, faculty agreed 
that it was reasonable to expect that passing students should attain the following levels on 
the rubric:

A. Understand the Problem – Level 3
B. Devise a Plan – Level 2
C. Carry Out the Plan – Level 3
D. Look Back – Level 2  

1 By general objective we mean a course objective taken from the official course outline.  Many math 
courses have specific objectives that refine and elaborate on the general objectives. 
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Therefore, a passing student should attain an average level of 2.5.

DATA COLLECTION and ANALYSIS
Each spring and fall semester common, cumulative, departmental final exams are given 
in Math 085, Math 090, Math 095, and Math 151.  The exams have both multiple-choice 
problems and free-response problems.  Multiple-choice problems are scored in the data 
center and an items analysis of the overall results is carried out.  Later a second items 
analysis of the results of only the passing students is carried out.

Each semester the department chair analyzes the results of the departmental final exams 
and reports to faculty.  A copy of the memo that was distributed to faculty in spring 2009 
is attached.  Students continue to fall short of faculty expectations, especially on difficult 
material and material covered at the end of the semester.

In spring 2009, the free-response portions of the Math 090 and Math 095 final exams 
were specifically designed to assess students’ equation solving skills.  After separating 
the exams of the passing students from those of the failing students, all faculty teaching 
Math 090 and Math 095 submitted their students’ free-response portions to the 
department chair.  The exams of 94 passing Math 090 students and 141 passing Math 095 
students were submitted.  Thirty exams from each course were randomly selected for 
analysis. 

Full-time faculty met early in Fall 2009 to analyze the free-response portions and score 
them according to the rubric.  Each test portion had two multi-part problems.  The plan 
was to have each test independently scored by two faculty members.  For each of the two 
problems, the scorer would assign a number for each of the rubric levels lettered A 
through D.  The average was recorded as the student’s score.  If the two scorers came up 
with significantly different scores, they reevaluated the tests until they came to an 
agreement.

All 60 tests were analyzed, but only 36 were independently scored to two faculty 
members.  The following table shows the distribution of these scores:

Course No. of tests 
scored

No. scoring 
2.5 or greater

No. scoring less 
than 2.5

% scoring 2.5 or 
greater

Math 090 15 6 9 40%
Math 095 21 10 11 48%

Recall that math faculty set an average level of 2.5 as a reasonable expectation for 
passing students.  Based on the assessment results, it seems that passing students are not 
meeting faculty expectations.  In fact the majority of passing students scored between 1.5 
and 2.4.  

An analysis of the multiple-choice portions of the final exams seems to paint a different 
picture.  The Math 090 exam had 5 equation-solving problems, 3 of which were correctly 
solved by a majority of passing students.  The Math 095 exam had 9 equation-solving 
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problems, 7 of which were correctly solved by a majority of passing students.

Action/Integration
Although math faculty are not happy with the results of the Spring 2009 final exams, we 
are pleased with the new assessment tools that have been developed.   Even though these 
tools have only been used once, they have already helped us identify some possible 
sources of students’ difficulties.  For example, it is clear that faculty and students have 
very different ideas about what it means to be a successful problem solver.  Faculty’s 
emphasis on critical thinking and communication is evident in the rubric.  Students’ 
emphasis on getting an answer, and doing very little work, is evident from their exams. 
While the problem-solving process is taught to every algebra student, it is apparently 
quickly forgotten.

The first course of action taken by the department will be to share the results of the spring 
exams with all full- and part-time math faculty.  Faculty must design assessment 
instruments that give students the opportunity to reach all levels on the rubric.  Not every 
math problem can do this, and full-time faculty will develop and share appropriate 
sample problems with adjunct faculty.  The use of such problems must become routine, 
and they must count for credit, or else students may not take them seriously.  

The math department’s 2009-2010 assessment plan will be a continuation of the current 
plan.  We will continue to use the rubric to determine students’ equation-solving 
proficiency levels.  We will also develop better assessment instruments and begin to 
discuss remediation strategies.  Because of the similarities between the math rubric and 
the problem solving rubric associated with the college-wide learning outcomes, it may be 
possible to simultaneously assess both equation-solving skills and college-wide problem 
solving skills.

In addition to the actions outlined above, the department will continue to use common, 
cumulative final exams in Math 085, 090, 095, and 151 to assess course objectives.
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